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Last month, the New York Department of Financial Services (“DFS”) finalized a regulation with a number of novel requirements affecting debt collection (including servicing delinquent loans) in New York. Previously, debt collection in New York was subject to (1) relatively limited requirements set by New York statute and several municipal ordinances, and (2) the federal Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (“FDCPA”). While parts of the new DFS regulation are modeled on the FDCPA, other requirements depart drastically from the federal framework. Areas of novel regulation include disclosures to consumers regarding statutes of limitations and charged-off debts, as well as restrictions on sending emails to consumers. The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) is drafting a debt collection regulation to supplement the FDCPA, and it remains to be seen whether the New York regulation becomes a bellwether of changes at the federal level or by other states.

Below, we compare the New York debt collection regulation to the FDCPA and the CFPB’s ongoing rulemaking and highlight the major issues that are likely to confront debt collectors and servicers of delinquent loans in New York.

I. Applicability of the New York Regulation

The starting point in assessing the impact of the New York regulation is to understand which entities it covers and how its coverage compares to the FDCPA.

Similar to the FDCPA, the New York regulation applies to “debt collectors,” which is defined to include any person “engaged in a business the principal purpose of which is the collection of any debts, or any person who regularly collects or attempts to collect, directly or indirectly, debts owed or due or asserted to be owed or due another.” The New York regulation also incorporates several of the FDCPA’s exceptions from the definition of “debt collector,” including the exemption for any “debt which was not in default at the time it was obtained by” the person. Thus, the servicing of loans that were current at time that they were obtained does not appear to be covered by the New York regulation.

There are several distinctions between the definition of entities covered by the New York regulation as compared with those covered by the FDCPA. The New York regulation’s coverage is potentially narrower than the FDCPA’s in the following areas:

- While the FDCPA applies to a “creditor who, in the process of collecting his own debts, uses any name other than his own which would indicate that a third person is collecting or attempting to collect such debts,” the New York regulation omits this language.
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- The New York regulation omits the FDCPA’s coverage of “any business the principal purpose of which is the enforcement of security interests.”

- The New York regulation exempts collection of obligations “arising out of a transaction wherein credit has been provided by a seller of goods or services directly to a consumer exclusively for the purpose of enabling that consumer to purchase such consumer goods or services directly from the seller.” Thus, the New York regulation does not appear to apply to collection on seller-financed transactions.

- The New York regulation exempts certain activities related to filing and conducting lawsuits or collecting on a money judgment of a court.

On the other hand, the New York regulation may be broader than the FDCPA in the following areas:

- The New York regulation expressly applies to “a buyer of debts who seeks to collect such debts either directly or indirectly,” while the FDCPA does not expressly cover such debt buyers.

- The New York regulation expressly applies to the obligations of “a co-maker, guarantor, or endorser,” not just a primary debtor.

- Unlike the FDCPA, the New York regulation is not limited to interstate commerce.

Interestingly, apart from debt buyers, the New York regulation does not apply to persons who collect debts on their own behalf. Indeed, the New York DFS has emphasized that its “rule is focused on the activities of third-party debt collectors and debt buyers.” In contrast, the CFPB is currently considering whether to include “first-party” debt collectors in its upcoming federal regulation on debt collection.

II. Initial Disclosures

The New York regulation requires a debt collector to provide “initial disclosures” within five days of the initial communication made in connection with the collection of any debt, unless the consumer has already paid the debt. The disclosures are required to include (1) a summary of some of the consumer’s rights under the FDCPA; and (2) a list of types of income that may be protected from collection or garnishment under state or federal law.

Moreover, with respect to any “charged-off” debt, a debt collector must disclose (within five days of the initial debt collection communication) the name of the original creditor and an itemized accounting of the debt. The regulation defines the term “charge-off” to mean “the accounting action taken by an original creditor to remove a debt obligation from its financial statements by treating it as a loss or expense.” The “original creditor” is “any person or such person’s successor in interest by way of merger, acquisition, or otherwise, who extends credit creating a debt.”

III. Statute of Limitations Research and Disclosures

Another novel feature of the New York regulation is its new requirements surrounding statutes of limitations. This topic is not specifically addressed in the FDCPA, but the CFPB is considering addressing time-barred debts in its upcoming debt collection regulation.
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First, the New York regulation requires a debt collector to “maintain reasonable procedures for determining the statute of limitations applicable to a debt it is collecting and whether such statute of limitations has expired.”

Second, the New York regulation requires a debt collector to provide several disclosures to the consumer if the debt collector “knows or has reason to know that the statute of limitations for a debt may be expired, before accepting payment on the debt.” Perhaps most controversially, one of the required disclosures is a statement that “suing on a debt for which the statute of limitations has expired is a violation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1692 et seq., although nothing in the FDCPA expressly prohibits the collection of time-barred debt.

Like the New York DFS, the CFPB also suggests the FDCPA prohibits the collection of time-barred debt. The CFPB bases its interpretation on district court decisions that take issue with the “filing of a lawsuit debt that appears to be time-barred,” without the debt collector having first determined after a reasonable inquiry that that limitations period has been or should be tolled. This appears to be a more expansive interpretation of the law than the caselaw would support and is troubling for this reason.

IV. Special Treatment of Charged-Off Debts

The New York regulation contains additional procedures regarding “charged-off” debts.

First, as noted above, with respect to a charged-off debt, the debt collector must provide the consumer with (1) a clear and conspicuous written notice of the name of the original creditor, and (2) an itemized accounting of the debt, containing certain items prescribed by the regulation. The required timeframe for this written notice is the same as the initial disclosures under the New York regulation and the debt validation notice under the FDCPA.

Second, the New York regulation contains a process for “substantiation” of charged-off debts that is different from the validation of debts under the FDCPA. If a consumer “disputes, orally or in writing, the validity of a charged-off debt or the right of the debt collector to collect on a charged-off debt,” then the debt collector must comply with certain procedures to notify the consumer about how to request substantiation of the debt. The notification procedures can be avoided if “the debt collector has already provided the consumer the information required” regarding how to request substantiation. Accordingly, debt collectors might ease their compliance burden by supplying this information at the same time as the initial disclosures.

If the consumer makes a request for substantiation, the debt collector must generally: (1) provide substantiation within 60 days of receiving the request; and (2) cease collection activities until the substantiation is provided. The substantiation must be in written form and must include one of several specified documents, including a copy of a judgment, the charge-off account statement, a complete chain of title, or certain records regarding a prior settlement agreement.

The FDCPA contains a different schedule for validation of debts, with the consumer having only 30 days after receipt of the debt validation notice to dispute the debt. The FDCPA is also less prescriptive regarding the validating documents that must be provided to the debtor. Situations could arise in which both validation under the FDCPA and substantiation
under the New York regulation are necessary. It is possible that a debt collector could craft a single communication to comply with both sets of requirements. Note that a debt collector could quickly complete validation of a debt for purposes of the FDCPA and substantiation of a debt for purposes of the New York regulation, but still have to wait the full 30-day period required by the FDCPA before resuming collection activities.

V. Procedures for Payment of Debts

The New York regulations contain a novel procedure for when a debt collector agrees “to a debt payment schedule or other agreement to settle a debt.” Within five business days of the agreement, the debt collector must send to the consumer: (1) a written confirmation, containing “all material terms and conditions relating to the payments and schedule”; and (2) a disclosure regarding social security and other income that is protected from being taken to pay the debt. While the consumer is making scheduled payments, the debt collector is required to send an accounting of the debt on at least a quarterly basis.

Additionally, within “20 business days of the receipt of a payment satisfying a consumer’s debt, the debt collector shall send to the consumer a written confirmation of the satisfaction of the debt that identifies the original creditor and the account number." This requirement applies whether or not the debt collector paid off the debt in accordance with a settlement agreement.

We note that the CFPB has requested public comment on whether there should be restrictions on what it terms “payment acts and practices,” including whether “there any State or local laws that are useful models to consider.” Thus, the New York regulation may influence federal regulation on this issue.

VI. Restrictions on Email with Consumers

After the debt collector has provided the initial disclosures required by the New York regulation, the debt collector is prohibited from corresponding by email with a consumer unless:

The consumer has voluntarily provided an email address to the debt collector that “the consumer has affirmed is not an electronic mail account furnished or owned by the consumer’s employer”; or

The consumer has consented in writing, including by electronic signature, to receive emails from the debt collector in reference to a specific debt; or

The debt collector sends an email to a consumer only in order to satisfy the above requirements.

VII. Effective Date

Most provisions of the New York regulation will take effect on March 3, 2015. However, the various requirements related to charged-off debt are effective on August 30, 2015.
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VIII. No Private Right of Action for Noncompliance

DFS has noted that some debt collectors have “inquired whether the rule creates a private right of action. The rules are not privately enforceable. The rules are state regulations enforceable by the Department, and may be enforceable by other regulators or prosecutors.” Thus appears that the rules cannot be directly enforced through a private lawsuit.

* * *

The New York debt collection regulation will force any entities that collect debts in New York to reevaluate their procedures, primarily by incorporating new consumer disclosures, but also by researching applicable statutes of limitations and curtailing email communications with consumers.
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